Reading The Secret Garden was one of the joys of my childhood. The book is a classic children's novel written by Frances Hodgson Burnett. The words "garden" and "secret" were instant attractions for me when I first heard of the book. I loved the idea of a beautiful and mysterious garden that no one else knew about. The flower photos in this article show plants mentioned in The Secret Garden. The pride of place goes to the rose. The garden was created for a woman who loved these flowers. Nov 28, 2017 - Explore The Secret Book Company's board "Books About Plants" on Pinterest. See more ideas about Plants, Parts of a plant, Books. Powered by InstantSearch+ Refine Sort by: Best Match Best Match Price: Low to High Price: High to Low Newest Arrivals Oldest Products. Key Stage 1 Parts Of A Plant Book Publishing Stems Stationery Education Books Plants Beautiful. Plant Parts KS1 (5 Books). (Not Included in Match Funding). Plant Secrets. Written by Emily Goodman and Illustrated by Phyllis Limbacher Tildes. There are many different kinds of plants, yet they all go through the same stages. They all begin from a seed and then grow into a plant. From there, flowers and fruit form. Seeds, plants, flowers, fruit. Did you know all of these have secrets? Shown a selection of seeds readers are told, "But all of these seeds have a secret." Employing a repetitive secret-sharing theme, this very simple introduction to botany combines brief, succinct text with attractive, detailed gouache illustrations. By not specifically identifying which plant, seed or flower is which among the four profiled varieties, readers are given the opportunity to make their own educated guesses. A famous book from the 70s called The Secret Life of Plants says that plants are conscious and even have a preference for music. In one research study, plants exposed to Mozart were healthier and grew faster than plants exposed to Jimi Hendrix. Some say these studies that claim plants have a taste for music are full of holes. But there is growing research on plant intelligence and plant communication. Secret Language of Plants. Transcript. Advanced Version.